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Abstract 
A collection 9 of proper maps into a locally compact Hausdorff space (X, T) is said to 
fix the topology r if the only locally compact Hausdorff topology for X for which every map 
in the collection is continuous and proper is T. It will be shown that the collection of C” 
injective paths fix the manifold topology of a compact manifold and the collection of 
analytic injective paths does not fix the manifold topology of any manifold. A related but 
different notion is that of determining a topology by means of a weak topology generated by 
a collection of subspaces. Specifically, if ‘Z’ is a collection of subspaces of a topological 
space (X, T) then %’ determines the topology on X if and only if the weak topology 
generated by 5%’ is the same as the topology T. It will be shown that if (X, 7) is a first 
countable topology and if %’ is a collection of closed subspaces for which given any 
convergent sequence in (X, T) there is a set in the collection %’ which contains a 
subsequence of the given sequence, then the collection determines the topology. 
Key words: Fixing a topology; C” manifold; C’ manifold; Euclidean topology; Weak 
topology; First countable topology 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54C, 57R; secondary 53A 
1. Introduction 
A topological space X with topology r will be denoted by (X, 7). The interior, 
exterior, closure and boundary of a subset S of (X, T) will be denoted by int,S, 
ext,S, cl,S, and a7S, respectively; the subspace topology on a set S CX with 
respect to T will be denoted by r I s. Let I denote the closed interval [ - 1, 11. The 
Euclidean topology on the product of y1 copies of R, R”, will be denoted by Ec; the 
resulting subspace topology on the product I” will be denoted by the same symbol. 
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A path is a continuous function whose domain is a closed interval, [a, b] c R. A 
map f from a topological space into another topological space is proper iff f is a 
closed map and for every compact subset K of the range the set f-‘(K) is a 
compact subset of the domain. The notions of differentiablity and differentiable 
structures on manifolds which will be subsequently used can be found in 
[10,11,13,16]. Throughout this paper the term analytic will always mean real 
analytic. For an overview of the theory of real analytic functions and manifolds the 
reader is referred to [13, pp. 52-66; 16, pp. l-121. 
Definition. A collection 9 of proper maps into a locally compact Hausdorff space 
(X, 7) is said to fk the topology 7 iff the only locally compact Hausdorff topology 
for X for which every map in 9 is continuous and proper is 7. 
Formally defined by Ancel in 1983 (see [l]), this definition has its origin in some 
earlier questions concerning the characterization of topologies as posed in the 
early 1970’s by J. Diestal, K. Sorenson, and L. Rubin (see [14]). Ancel has shown 
that the collection of C” injective paths and regular C’ paths are collections which 
fix (Z2, Eu) while the collection of analytic paths and the collection of regular C2 
paths fix neither (12, Eu) nor (R2, Erl). When posed appropriately for compact C” 
n-dimensional manifolds, n 2 2, the results in [l] generalize to such manifolds 
when the collection of C” paths is used (Theorem 2.5). Furthermore the collection 
of analytic paths into an analytic n-dimensional manifold does not fix the manifold 
topology (Theorem 4.2). 
Related to but different from the notion of fixing a topology by a collection of 
proper maps is the notion of determining that topology by a covering collection of 
subspaces. Given a topological space (X, r) and a covering collection of subsets of 
X, g’, define a topology for X, r%-, called the weak topology generated by %?‘, as the 
largest topology for X for which 7% 1 s = T 1 s for every set S E $?. It is easily proven 
that T%= {UcXIU nSET1 s for every SEE’]. Clearly 7~7~. E? is said to 
determine the topology r iff TV = T. This idea is motivated by a question posed in 
1988 by Ancel: “For which collections 59 of subsets of R” is Ev, = Ev?“. A physical 
version of this question has been formulated by Austrian physicist Laback: “Given 
that we can directly observe only certain subsets of the universe, for example the paths 
of particles, what possible topologies on the uniL)erse are compatible with the usual 
topologies on those observable subsets?“. In the case of (Rn, Ev) Ancel [3] showed 
that if ‘Z’ is the collection of C’ regularly embedded one-dimensional manifolds 
then ELI, = Ev. He also has shown that if Y is the collection consisting of all 
smooth subsets of R” then Ev, properly contains Ev. In Section 5 a criterion will 
be developed for any first countable space (X, 7) for determining, given a covering 
collection of subspaces E”, when rg = r. 
2. Fixing a compact C” manifold topology 
To show that a collection of maps fixes the topology of a given metrizable space 
the following theorem from [l] will be utilized: 
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Theorem 2.1. Let 9 be a collection of proper maps from metric spaces into a locally 
compact metric space X. If for each sequence {xi);=, in X some element of 9 passes 
through a subsequence of {xi}:=, (i.e., contains a subsequence in its image) then F 
fkes the metric topology of X. 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 given below assert that given any bounded 
sequence in R” a C” path can be passed through a subsequence of this sequence. 
The proofs are coordinate by coordinate generalizations of the proofs of the 
analogous results for dimension 2 as given in (1, Theorem 111 and are hence 
omitted. Theorem 2.4 then yields the analogous result for a compact C” manifold. 
Lemma 2.2. Let {xi):=, be a bounded sequence in R”. There is a proper injectice C” 
function f : If2 + FL’” which passes through a subsequence of (x,)r= 1. (Note: The incerse 
off is continuous but not necessarily differentiable.) 
Theorem 2.3. Let (xi):= , be a bounded sequence in R” (or any sequence in I”). Then 
there is an injectille C” path LY in R* (I”) which passes through a subsequence of 
Ix,):=,. 
In the following assume that & is an atlas of C” related charts for a C” 
manifold M and denote the manifold topology by p. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (M, l_~) be an n-dimensional C” manifold and let {xi);=, be a 
sequence which has a conuergent subsequence. Then there is a C” injectiue path which 
passes through some subsequence of (xi);= 1. 
Proof. By passing to subsequences assume that (xj)~=‘=, converges to x0. Suppose 
that x,, 6G aM and let (U, 4) denote a local chart from _GZ? at x0 where (b : U + R” 
is a C” homeomorphism of (U, I_L I r/j with (R”, Ec). By passing to subsequences 
assume (x& 1 c U. Clearly (~<xj>)~= 1 converges in CR’, Eu) to 4(x& The conver- 
gence of {4(xi))y=, implies it is bounded, hence Theorem 2.3 yields the existence 
of a C” path & : [O, 11 + R” which, by passing to subsequences, can be assumed to 
pass through (~<xi>)~= 1. Define (Y : [O, 11 + M by a(t) = (c#-’ 0 G>(t). The path (Y 
will clearly be C”, injective, and pass through (a subsequence of) (x,)y= ,. 
If x0 E aM and if (U, 4) is a local chart at x0 then 4 is a homeomorphism of U 
with the half space W” = ((x,, x2,. . . , x,> I xi 2 0) c R”. As before we may assume 
(x~):=, c U and that the sequence (~(xi>)~=, converges to $(x,1. Moreover since 
there is obviously a homeomorph, and in fact a Cm diffeomorph, of I” c W” which 
contains (a subsequence of> (~(x,>)~=, and which also contains 4(x,,) in its 
boundary we may assume that ($~(x,>)~=, U (c#I(x,)) ~1”. The construction of the 
desired path (Y is now exactly the same as for the previous case. q 
The next theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.4. Its conclusion yields 
the desired fixing result for compact C” manifolds. 
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Theorem 2.5. Let (M, u> be a compact connected C” n-dimensional manifold, 
n 2 2. Let {x,)y= 1 c M. Then there exists a C” injective path which passes through a 
subsequence of {x,)~= 1. Hence if F is the collection consisting of all C” injective 
pathes then 9 fixes I_L. 
Corollary. The collection 9 = {cw 1 a is a C” injective path in (I”, Ev)) fkes Ev. 
3. A nonstandard topology for the n-dimensional Euclidean cube 
In this section a nonstandard topology 77 will be defined on the cube which 
preserves the continuity and proper nature of analytic paths into the cube when 
this topology is imposed on it. Begin by identifying R2 with R2 X {OYe2 c R” and 
Z2 with Z2 X {OYp2 cl". Let (Y, p :[O, 11 + R be two maps such that a(x) <p(x) 
for all x E (0, 11 and such that a(0) = p(O) = 0. Clearly the graphs of the maps (Y 
and p in 12, denoted y, and y2 respectively, enclose a region W’ in Z2 which is 
completely contained in the first and fourth quadrants of the plane. Let S, and S, 
denote the two simple closed curves in I2 which are formed by yi, y2, and the two 
possible paths along the boundary of Z2 which connect the endpoints of yi and y2 
on that boundary. S, and S, enclose two 2-dimensional Euclidean open regions R, 
and R, in Z2. Assume that everything is labled so that R, is the region which lies 
totally in the first and fourth quadrants. Let T denote the closed triangular region: 
T = {(x, y) E Z2 1 x > 0 and 1 y I< x} (W’ and T are illustrated in Fig. 1). 
Lemma 3.1. There is a homeomorphism H :(Z2, Ev) -+ (Z2, Ev) such that: 
(a) H(y,) = {(x, Y> ~1~ Iy = -x, x a 01, 
(b) H(y2) = 1(x, Y) E Z2 I y =x, x > 01, 
(c) H(a,,.W’ - (r, u y2)) = kc, y) E Z2 I x = 11, 
(d) H(S, naE,J2)= dEoZ2- a,,;T, 
Fig. 1. 
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(e) H(R,) = int,,(T), and 
(f) H(R,) = int,,.(12 - T). 
Proof. All sets will be assumed to carry the Euclidean subspace topology and hence 
the notation for the topology will be suppressed. There clearly exist homeomor- 
phisms h, and h, of S, = aW’ onto U and S, = XZ2 - W’) onto XI2 - T), 
respectively. Furthermore h, and h, can be defined so that they agree on yr U y2. 
The Schijnflies Theorem then implies that these homeomorphisms can be ex- 
tended to homeomorphisms fr and f2 of R, US, onto T and of R, US, onto 
cl(Z* - T) and in a manner so that f, I s,ns,=h, and f2 lS,ns,=h2. Define the 
map H:12+12 by: 
H(x7 y, = i 
f,(x, Y), if (x, Y) ES, UR,, 
f2(x, y), if (x, y) ES, u R,. 
A routine check shows that H is a homeomorphism and by construction H has the 
desired properties. 0 
Let W’, T and H be as defined above. Define a function G : (I”, Eu) + (I”, ELI) 
by the rule: 
G(x,, ~2, xs,...,x,) = (H(x,, x2>, xj,...,x,). 
G is obviously a homeomorphism and observe that distinct points with the same 
first two coordinates in I” are mapped by G to points with the same first two 
coordinates. This will ensure line segments in I” containing points with the first 
two coordinates all the same will project to a single point in Z2 both before and 
after applying G. Consider the cone W rr with cone point the origin and base the 
(n - l)-dimensional ball of radius 1 lying in the (n - l)-dimensional face of I” 
given by the set of all points whose first coordinate is 1. Define W = G-‘(W”) c I”. 
The convexity of Wn and the remarks following the definition of the function G 
imply that line segments in W all of whose points have the same first two 
coordinates will collapse to a point in W’ under the projection of those line 
segments to the plane of the first two coordinates. 
Now consider the quotient space Y obtained from I” by identifying points of 
theform(t,O ,..., O)and(-t,O,. . . , 0) for 0 < t G i. The quotient topology will be 
the only topology imposed on Y and thus the notation for its topology will be 
suppressed. It can be shown that Y is not homeomorphic to (I”, ,521 and in fact it 
is not even a manifold. However Y is connected, locally connected, compact, 
locally compact, and even metrizable. The quotient space Y and the following 
theorem are the keys to imposing non-Euclidean topologies on I” which preserve 
the continuous and proper nature of certain classes of maps into (I”, Eu). 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a bijection @ : I” j Y such that for every Euclidean open 
neighborhood N of the origin and for the set Was defined previously, @ is continuous 
on I” - (N n int,,.W > whenever this set is given the Euclidean topology. 
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Proof. Let q : (In, Eu) + Y be the quotient map and observe that 
4 I I”-((0,1/2]x(o)“-‘) is a bijection. Let G :(Z”, Eu) + (I”, Eu) be the homeomor- 
phism which carries the set W to the cone W’ as described previously. Let 
Z = {(Xi, x2,. . . , X,)lO<X,<l, x2= ... =x, = O}. Define a bijection K : I” + I” 
- ((0, i] x IO}“-‘) so that if x = (x,, x2,. . . , x,): 
x, 
I 
if x E (extErW”) U { (0, 0,. . . ,O)}, 
K(X) = (;X, + 3, X2 ,..., Xn), if xEZ, 
Au + (1 - h)b, if XE W”-Z, 
where b = <$, + i, 0,. . . , 0) and where a E +,W” and 0 < A < 1 are defined by 
the equation x = Au + (1 - A)(x,, 0,. . . ,O). 
The action of K on I” - W” is the identity and it can be easily shown that K is 
continuous at all points of I” except the origin when the domain and range are 
given the Euclidean subspace topology. Clearly K will be continuous on I” - (U n 
int,,W”) for every Euclidean open neighborhood U of the origin. Define @ : I” + Y 
by Q(x) = (q 0 K 0 G)(x). K(Z~) = I” - ((0, $1 X (O}n- ‘) and since the restriction of 
q to this set is one to one, @ is a bijection. If N is an open neighborhood of the 
origin in (I”, Eu) then an elementary argument shows K 0 G is continuous at every 
point of I” - (N n int,, W) when this set is given the Euclidean topology and 
hence @ is also continuous on this set. 0 
Define a nonstandard topology 77 on Z” as the pullback of the topology of Y to 
the point set I” by means of P’ where @ is the bijection defined in Theorem 
3.2. (I”, n) is clearly homeomorphic to Y under @ and thus it is not homeomor- 
phic to (I”, Eu). The details of the verification of the following theorem illustrating 
the major properties of n may be found in [4, Chapter 21. 
Theorem 3.3. The topological space (I”, 7) is a compact Hausdorff space. Further- 
more : 
(a) a,, I” is a closed set with respect to the topology 77 and as a subspace of 
(Z”, 7) it is homeomorphic to a,,,Z” as a subspace of (I”, Ev). 
(b) VII”- (O,O ,._./ 0) zEv I I”-(0.0 ,.... 0). 
Theorem 3.4. Let the functions (Y, p, G, @ and the sets W, W’, W”, and Y be as 
defined previously. Suppose that 9 is a collection of proper maps into (I”, EL’) with 
the property that if f : J --f (I”, Ev) is any map in y then there is a Euclidean open 
neighborhood of the origin N such that f(J) f’ (N n int EI,W) is empty. Then 9 does 
not fix (I”, EL’). 
Proof. Let f : J + (I”, Ev) be any map in 9 and let N be as given in the 
hypothesis. Theorem 3.2 implies @ 0 f : J + Y is continuous. Since f is proper 
when I” has the Euclidean topology, the compactness of (I”, Ev) implies J must 
be compact and thus the composition @ 0 f is a proper map into Y. Since 
@ : (I”, n) -+ Y is a homeomorphism, then f = @-’ 0 @ 0 f : J + (I”, 7) is continu- 
ous and proper. The conclusion of the theorem is now immediate. 0 
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Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the particular functions cu(x> = e-1’X and p(x) = 2e-“x 
are used in the construction of the set Was defined previously. If f is an analytic path 
in I” then there is a Euclidean open neighborhood N of the origin in I” such that 
f([O, 11) n (N n int,,W) is empty. 
Proof. Let f =(fl, f2 ,..., f,J be the component representation for f. Then each 
function fj : ([O, 11, Eu) + (I, Eu) is an analytic real valued function for 1 G i G n. 
Let r : (I”, Eu) + (I2 x (Ojnp2, Eu) denote the projection of I” onto I2 = Z2 x 
{O}"-2. Then f= r 0 f is an analytic path in (12, Eu) and thus [l, Theorem 31 
implies the existence of a neighborhood fi about the origin in Z2 X (0)n-2 so that 
f([O, 11) n (PJ fl (int,,.W’>) is empty, where W’ is as defined in the first paragraph 
of Section 3 with respect to the particular (Y and B given in the hypothesis of the 
theorem. Let N = P?X Zne2 and note that N is a neighborhood of the origin in 
(I”, Eu) for which the image of f does not meet N n int,,.W. To see this observe 
that the set W n N will project under rr onto W’ n #. The geometry of W ensures 
this since any line segment in W consisting solely of points which have the same 
first two coordinates projects under r to a single point in W’ and in fact rr will 
project W onto W’. The same is true of N with such line segments in N projecting 
to a single point in N and N projecting onto N. Thus it is clear that the projection 
of any point in f([O, 11) n (N n int,,,W) will lie in f([O, 11) n <I'?n int,,.W’). 
Hence if f([O, 11) n (N n int,,.W) is not empty then the set f([O, 11) n (fi n 
int.,,W’) cannot be empty, a contradiction. q 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 immediately imply the following corollary. 
Corollary. The collection of analytic paths in (In, Ec) does not fix Ev. 
4. A nonfixing collection for analytic manifolds 
Let M be a manifold with manifold topology p and let ti be an analytic atlas 
for (M, ~1. Let x0 E M. The topology n defined in Section 3 and an analytic chart 
4 : U + @in, Eu) from _Q? about x0 are now utilized to construct a nonstandard 
topology for a manifold M. Assume +(x0) is the origin. Consider the sets 
V= +-‘(int.,,Z”) and K = cl,V, the latter of which is clearly homeomorphic to 
(In, ELI) under 4. Recall that analytic paths into (I”, r]) are continuous and 
proper. Since 4 is a bijection it can be used to pull the topology 7 back onto K so 
that the resulting space, denoted K *, is homeomorphic to (I”, 7). Clearly K, as a 
subspace of (M, pu), and K * are not homeomorphic. 
Define a basis 9 for a topology T on M containing two types of sets. A set 
B ~9 if and only if either 
(1) B E p and B n K is open in K *, or 
(2) BcVand B isopenin K*. 
A routine check shows that 9 is indeed a basis and that the resulting topology r is 
locally compact and Hausdorff. Obviously 7 destroys the local Euclidean nature of 
p at x0 so that CM, pL) and CM, T) are not homeomorphic. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let (M, u) be an analytic n-dimensional manifold with the usual 
analytic structure defined on it. Let F be the collection of analytic paths in M. Then 
every map in .P is continuous and proper as a function into (M, 7). 
Proof. Given an analytic path y : 10, 11 + M and the topology as defined in the 
remarks preceding the statement of the theorem, a routine check verifies that y 
will be continuous as a function into (M, T). Furthermore given a compact subset 
C of (M, T), C is r closed since r is Hausdorff and thus the compactness of [O, 11 
and the continuity of y with respect to the topology T imply y is proper with 
respect to the topology ‘T. 0 
Since analytic paths are continuous and proper as functions into (M, T) we 
immediately have the following theorem. Its corollary is an obvious application to 
(W, Ev). 
Theorem 4.2. The collection of analytic paths into an n-dimensional manifold (M, u) 
with the usual analytic structure defined upon it does not fuc the manifold topology of 
M. 
Corollary. The collection of analytic paths into (IF’, Ev) with the usual analytic 
structure does not fix the topology Ev. 
5. Weak topologies and the sequence / subsequence criterion 
Given a space (X, 7) we now look at the problem of finding a covering 
collection of subspaces for which the weak topology and T are equivalent. For 
example, if a set X is given the discrete topology 6, and if %? is any covering 
collection of subspaces of X then 6, = 6. A less trivial example of this, given in 
Theorem 5.1, is the case of compactly generated spaces with the collection S!Y 
consisting of the compact subsets of (X, T). Its proof is a direct application of the 
definitions and hence omitted. 
Theorem 5.1. Let SZ be the collection of all T compact subsets of X. TV = T if and 
only if (X, T) is a compactly generated space. 
Since the Euclidean topology on R” is compactly generated Theorem 5.1 
applies to it in particular. However there exist many other collections of subspaces 
of (lRn, Ev) which have this property. In [3] Ancel shows that the collection Z!Y 
consisting of all C’ regular l-dimensional manifolds in R” has the property that 
Ev, = Ev. Another example, given in Theorem 5.2, is the case of images of R 
under injective proper C” maps. This theorem has been reportedly also proven by 
F. Gressl, a doctoral student of Laback. 
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Theorem 5.2. Let 577 be any collection of subsets of R” containing all images of R 
under injectiue proper C” maps. Then Eu, = Ev. 
Proof. Ev is always contained in Ev,, thus assume CT E EL’~ - Ev. Then there is a 
sequence {~,)~= 1 G R” - U which converges in the Euclidean sense to a point 
x0 E U. If S E %?’ contained both xc, and a subsequence of {xJ~=, then, since 
Ev, I s = Ev 1 s, the set U n S is a Eu relative open set in S containing the 
Euclidean limit point x0 of the sequence {x$= ,. This implies U n S and hence U 
contain infinitely many of the x,. But this is impossible since {xJ~= 1 c R - U. 
Hence no element of %’ can contain both x0 and a subsequence of {xi):=,. This 
last statement, however, contradicts Lemma 2.2. Thus the assumption that U E Ev 
must be false and therefore Ev, G Ev. Hence ELI, = EL’. 0 
A natural question to ask is: “What conditions must a given collection of 
subspaces satisfy for the weak topology and the original topology to be equivalent?“. 
The following example, given in Theorem 5.3, results in a test for when this occurs 
in the particular case of the finite complement topology (a set U LX is open if and 
only if X- U is finite or if U is empty). It utilizes a sequence/subsequence 
criterion similar to that used for the notion of fixing by a collection of proper maps 
as given by Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 5.3. Assume that X is an infinite set and assume that X is given the finite 
complement topology 5. Let %? be a covering collection of subspaces of (X, 5). 
5, = 5 if and only if $Y is a collection such that for every sequence (xJ~= 1 c X there is 
a set S in 59 which contains a subsequence of {x,)y=,. 
Proof. Suppose that 5, = 5 and that {xi)~=, is a sequence in X. Let A = 
ix,, x2, x3,. . . , xn,. . .I. 
Case 1: A is finite. Then {xi);=, hits a point p of X infinitely often. Since p 
belongs to an element S of %“, then S contains a subsequence of {xi)~=,. 
Case 2: A is infinite and A #X. Then A is not a closed subset of X. Since 
6% = 5 there is an S E %? such that A n S is not a relatively closed subset of S. So 
A n S is infinite. Hence, S contains a subsequence of (xi);“=,. 
Case 3: A =X. Observe that the relative topology on a finite subset of X is the 
discrete topology. Hence, if the elements of ‘8 are all finite subsets of X, then 5, 
is the discrete topology. Since tw = [ and 5 is not the discrete topology, then %? 
must have an element S which is an infinite subset of X. Since in this case S CA, 
then S contains a subsequence of {x,)~=“=,. 
Now suppose that for every sequence {~J~= i LX there is some element S E ‘Z 
which contains that sequence (by passing to subsequences if necessary). If 5 # 5, 
then 5 is properly contained in 5,. If U E .$,- .$ then X- U is of infinite 
cardinality. Pick any sequence of distinct elements {x,)~= r LX - U and let S E %?’ 
be a set containing (a subsequence of> {xj)~=,. Then the cardinality of the set 
S n (X - U) = S - U is infinite. But this is impossible since S - U must be finite. 
From this contradiction we now infer that ,.$ = tu. q 
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The author would like to thank the referee for indicating a much shorter proof 
of Theorem 5.3. The last half of the proof suggests a “passing through a subse- 
quence” criterion in the case of first countable spaces. This is given in the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let (X, r) be a first countable space. Let %? be a collection of closed 
subspaces of (X, 7) such that for every 7 convergent sequence <xi)~=, in X there is a 
set S E ‘8 such that S contains a subsequence of {xi}:=,. Then re = 7. 
Proof. Suppose that rV - r is nonempty and let U be any set in 7% - 7. Since r is 
a first countable topology, then there is a point x0 E U and a sequence {xi}=, GX 
- U which converges to x0 with respect to T. Let S be any element of the 
collection %Z’ which contains (a subsequence of) (xi):= r. Clearly, since S is r closed, 
x0 E S. Furthermore U n S is not empty since x0 E U. But since U E TV, the set 
U n S is an open set in the restriction of r to S. The convergence of the sequence 
{xJ~= 1 to the point x0 in the topology r I s then implies that U n S contains 
infinitely many terms of the sequence. This is a contradiction and therefore it 
follows that the assumption that r is properly contained in 7% is false. Hence 
7=7%. 0 
The next theorem illustrates the use of the above proposition with respect to the 
Euclidean topology of R”. 
Theorem 5.5. Let 5? be the collection of images of injective C” paths in R”. Then 
Ev, = Ev. 
Proof. Clearly %Y covers R” since any point in IQ” lies on a line segment which can 
be given as the image of a C” path. Furthermore, if (xJ~=, is a convergent 
sequence in R” then it is bounded and thus Theorem 2.3 implies the existence of 
an injective C” path which passes through a subsequence of (xJ~=,. Since the 
domains of paths are closed intervals of the real line, the images of these paths will 
be compact and hence closed in (iR8”, Ev). Thus since (lRn, Ev) is first countable 
Theorem 5.4 implies Ev,= Ev. 0 
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